Villa close to beach // Benissa
Reference Number

ESCB1007

Property Type

Plot Size

Construct Surface
2

220m2

Villa

13444m

Bedroom

Bathroom

Views

4

3

Countryside views

Private Swimming Pool

Energy Rating

Lifestyle

1

In progress

Sea

Property Status

Price (EUR)

For Sale

570,000

Property Description
This project is for a new finca with fantastic panoramic views to be built in the Benissa countryside, a short drive
to the town of Benissa and easy access to the town and sandy beaches of Calpe. At this stage this is only a
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project for the construction of a Rustic Property (the house is not built, the photos are an example of rustic
construction style) with swimming pool and outdoor terrace, guaranteeing excellent quality and finishes. The
finca can be completely personalised to suit the buyer, the amount of bedrooms and bathrooms and the room
distribution all remain flexible, but the size of the finca will be dictated by the town hall building regulations.
This finca will be built by a well known constructor who specialises in traditional houses and has tradesmen who
are experienced in traditional materials.- Key points:- Living room: 1- Dining room: 1- Kitchen: 1- Porch: YesTerrace: Yes, exterior surrounding the pool- Toilet(s): 1- Bathrooms: 3- Bedrooms: 4- Swimming pool : Yes,
private- Parking: Yes, off-road- Orientation: South- Garden: Yes, a large plot- Air conditioning pre-installation:
Yes- Heating pre-installation: Yes- Blinds: Yes- Laundry room: Yes- Fenced plot with entrance doors: YesAutomatic doors: Yes- Glazing : Double glazed with Climalit glass- Chimney : Yes with fireplace- Security grilles:
YesThis is just one of the many Spanish properties that we have to offer on the Costa Blanca in the Alicante
province. If you are looking for an apartment, townhouse, villa, new build villa, country house or a plot to build
your own property, we have them all, and we also offer a property finder service to help you find the property
that is perfect for you. If you cannot find what you are looking for on our website please contact us with your
criteria and your budget and we will do our very best to assist you.
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